Bass Library Workshop: 30 Minutes to a Better Bibliography

October 31, 2017
Are you writing a paper that requires a bibliography or a works cited? A citation management tool can help you collect and organize sources, from dictionaries, journal articles to websites and more.

Between 11/2 – 11/9, join Bass Library for “30 Minutes to a Better Bibliography" where you can quickly learn the ins and outs of using a citation management tool to collect citations and generate a bibliography. Whether you need MLA format, Chicago, or even APA, these tools can help you – and your research – stay organized.

Sign-up here: https://guides.library.yale.edu/citationmanagement. [1]see “Workshops” to select the date best for your schedule and register.

Note: These workshops were designed specifically for undergraduate students. Graduate students and faculty are welcome to attend, or can reach out to their subject librarian for more detailed assistance.
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